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ABSTRACT,
As part of a.iarger, on-going study_ uduCted through

.

the Center for Child Development and Education n-ak the Oniveisity of
Arkansas at Little Rock, this paper explores. the influence of the
-bole environment on children's psychological frtnctionipg.in_echool
and on their academic achievement. Data were obtained n home

1\ experienae, classroom*soCial-competence-andtachieveaen seastrepents
for 96 elementary school children in grades one throug. six.'Nehsures
of-icadesic achievement were obtained from the standard zed. Science
Research Associates test series for reading, languagca 4
mathesatiCs. The 23 itea.Classrooa'Social Competence Scale (cscsy,
reflecting the ites.content of the Kohn and Rosman (1972) .Sociti
Competence Scale was designed-for this study to assess the children-'s
classrooi-social.Competence,-along the behavioral dimensions of 1

- withdrawal (non-parti4pation and aggression) , di:mufti:on, and task
:..crientction. The Home Observation for Measurement of the Envitonme#t
MOB!), designed by Caldwell and Bradley' fin press),..was used to-
measure the glility of stimulation, and the social,-emotional and
`cognitive support available for the child's develophent. Multivariate
:sulticie procedutes were used to test the existence of associations
between the three variables.- Results revealed significant
relatioiships.icrosathe three sets of variables. Patterns of these
relatiOnships suggest that early experience prepares the child to

-meet not only-intellectual.performance requirements but also social .

performance requirements. (Author/EP)
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. Early Home Experience, Classroom SoCial Competence

and Academic Achkeyemezit

1

Abstract
.

0'

. This investigation explored. the relationship of home environments-
...

'. Wit.k.
with pSychological functioning in school and ba acadeMib achievement.

. ,

Quality of home experiencee;t:age three; classroom social I,
. .

competence and,standardized achievement measures were correlated
..

for- 0.10,y-tine urban, Southern elementary schobl children.- Sgniticants

low to. high moderate relai:doiships exist, across the_threw.sets
.

bvariableSi Patterns of relationships. suggest that early

experience prepares the child to meets:-not Tlylitellectual

performance requirements, but also,- social performance requirements.

.
' O

.
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Early -Home Ekperience,'Classiook Social COmpetente

and Acadeiic Acbieiement,

t .

The purpose of this investigation was to explOrethe

inflUence of home environment..on psychological functioning in
ti .

scheif.and on academic achievement.

Oifinting riamarke
. ''' a -

1h the areas of educational, devalopmental_and.clinial

psytholdiy, research has, been compartmentalized, to study home

environmental

environmental

antecedents of classroom social beh
.

influences on classroom achievement

or'or hcoe

and intellectUal_

O

functioning. An attempt to ameliorate this comparilentalization

is- bade with this" research, to the -extent that it fOcusei:Ori
. .

whether or,not there is a similarity (viz:,-homologY) among

home experience antecedents which influendot both classroom -

sOCIPfbeb134.or andacademit'achievement.

Kindergarten is often' the fifit archool..experience ocmerti:,

children. The extitemeut and uneasiness:the young child, feels

are, in part, a result of performance e-requirementsi with-nese

requirements filling into the categories of achievement and

social-coipetence (Jackson, 1968, Kohn, 1977; Mellen, 1979). .

..

Such'requireMentsair expectations, for the-most part, are

defined by teachers or various other school personnel in the

classroom setting. 'The. child! s first task in school is .6
. , . .

'-discern what theie requirements are, and to -adapt his/her.

Zuts, social learning? that is, the period of

.."
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adaptation or "adjustment-to the expekience of schooling.may

infltiece_early_achievement_behavion. _ Furthet.,---1

successful passage through. the transitional period of home to school'
may be influences by, the early dvirelopme'ntal. etiviiiinment; '

Research definitions o f academic achievement are fairly

standard and need not 'be dwelled upon here.. 'Research definitions.

-

for classroom social expression are taken. from Kohn (1977).L / . . .

End -elackiOn (1968)."-. 'the -classroom of .the early .school grades .
V 0

S

serves:as the first formal evaluatifre'setting fol: many children."'
The child is quick to lfif that paper end-Tetcil games haVre

1.

attached 'system -of rewards and punishiente-' -Simila'Fly, :how the,. J. li . .,.. . . _ ,

. .. - .
-yoUng school! child involves himself/herself in ,clasrvtOrk indicates

.- . . 5 ..;:, ' ' :, 1, . - . . .
.

theipersonal liapOtittnce plated *on-positive evalnationi- Such . : :-..'
. -

.

Anvo\lvement ilatideli-C-oitipletion -O-f- ittiriti- itte-ptdlidni..o-f- -Ctiticisiii- . -------:'-----
. . ,
initiative, cheerful anticipations of challengingtasks and ,

; .
.--

satisifiction' with personal success. For many children, -the: ..."

r , ..
transition-taZteacher 'as authority figure is a major occurrence.

4.
P. t 1

Adaptitiok to this aspect of the classroom' sOcial:ietting -includes- - , . ,. ..; ' _

a manifettatioi of -non-disruptive. behaviors, security, partiCipation,..,, .

iniolvement and cooperation, but not' fo 'the degree of obsequiousness. .

4
".

Research findings'are faitly coisietent with regard- to
classroom social behavior andschool achievement. In- general,

Children found to be well, adjusted redel,ye: higher grades and

standardized achievement-scores than maladjusted children ,

0 .

Oaten Zax, Izzo, & TrOst , 1966; Ijougla .8c, Mulligan, 1961) .
:t

yI
r-

4
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-Social behavioriof maladjusted ahildreriviith_poor_sohoa-

performance. includes attention-seeking, contentiousness,

poor concentration, resentlaaiid-Worrisome after criticism,. .

wit 'hdrawn, frightened and frieniles's..--,*

t

Precisely. how and why the overlap in development of classroom
. .-

. social competence.ind-academic achievement is assumed- to exist'.

is. fgund.in'the research of many educatignil and developmental

psychologists (Bing, 1963; Bradley & Caldwell, 1976a, 106,1),
..

Carevir 1975a1 1975b; 1976; Deutscht 1967; Elardo, Bradley &
- Caldwell; 1975;

15edersen

Hess & Shipman 0965,'KUnt, 1961; Kagan & Moss,

&.Wender, 1968; Raclin, 1973). These studie-.

deal principally with the inflitenceof home environment and early.
-,.- .4 .

.. experierice on intellectual development and school achievement.
_. .- ..-.. . . ., .;:.However, upon closer study, one finds the developmental graft

. . ,
. .

. .

r

2

of classroom social competence -and achievement as "groiing

from early home experiences that 'are inseparably cognitive and
social:

example of this experiential inseparableness .is found, in
.

the .retearch o,f. Bradley and Caldwell. Apects of environment and
e ne e tir tug-thefirst -five years Of life' were found to

change in nature, and Strength Of association with cognitive

. deirelo-pment. For example, Bradley and .Caldwell (1975a, 1976b)
, , .

and Elaidof ,et al., -(1975) found that increases in mental- test .

performance' at' three years of_ ese were, related to maternal
..

involvement (social), :and .proviiaion of appropriate play materials

'(cognitive) in the, pia month old environment,,'while decrease's in

A
O
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444.)41_
performance at four and one-half years of agewmpre most related

'to these first two aspects of home environment Taws emotional
.

(social) and verbal (cognitive).responsivitY of the mother

di.tring the first. tw6 years of,life.-.

Additionally, research findings -indicite that restrictive,

routine experiences at home are assodiated"with tha"child

taking a similar approach to later learning, and hence, expressions

of-intelligence, Children from-such an environment might be

described'as non-participatory, obedient,, compliant, perhaps

even shy or-vgithdrawn:' Conversely, active operation and

manipulation of the early environment provide the child with a

repetoire of capabilities to create novel, experiences for

herself/himself, which expand intellectual expression. Each .:

of these descriptors.connotecognitive Ana, social expression.
.

Thus, the research here is predicated on the assumption that

-early learning experience,ie not at once either social or

cognitive, but rather is7iimultaneously social and cognitive

,due to the nature of the parent - child The existence,.

nature, and strength of the following relationships were explored: .

I) home experience and classroom social competence;

2) hOme experience and academic achievement;

3). classroom social competence and academic. achievement.'

o
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Aammal.

As-part-of a larger, on-going studyt_condUqed=throligh-ttte--7'

Center,for Child Development and Education at the University of

'. Arkansas at Little Rock, complete data for sixty -nine elementary'

school children 'in grades one through_six were

experience, classroom social behavior and achievement measurements.

Approximately eighty percent of the children were Black and Most

were from-lower to lowermiddle class family backgrounds, residing,

in the Little Rock metropolitan area, a Southern city.of about

200000.

t.

-ifeasUres.

Measures of academic achievement were obtained from the

standardized Science Research Associates test series for, reading,

language ,arts'and mathematics. Internal consistency estimates.

have-been reported-as ranging from .89 to .96 for

.88to .95 for language arts,

(Science Research Associates,

and .84 to .94 for mathematics

1974.

A student behavior _rating questionnaire was administered to

the claissroom teachers of these-children, to assess aspects of their

clessmomgopial competence, alongthe behivioral dimensions of

withdrawal - non - participation, aggression - disruption and task

orientation. The twenty-three-item Classroom'Social Competence

Scale (CSCS), designed for this study, reflects the item'-content

of the Kohn and Rdsman (1972) Social Competence Scale-and

Symptom Checklist. Internal consistency estimates for each of the.

three 'CSCS subscales and the CSCS total ranged from .72 to_195.

i

- O -

-V^
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, Embedded within .1the CSS. is the AML, -an elev'en item quick soreenig_

device -for- -early- identili-mtivirWritEEFO1 .maladaptation (Cowen,

Dorr,

Wilson, 1973). Five "aggressive outgoing" items,, five

"moody-- internalized" items and one "learning. disability" item

'comprise the 'MI.

'The Rome Observation for Measuremint of`the Environment (hi.:;14E),

designed bar Caldwell and Bradley (in dress), was _used to measure

the Quality of stimulation and social. etotional, and cognitive:
support available for the child's develovinent. During the -child's

__third_ year -cif life, -a -trained interVieifer--Observer- lade one-hour

- visits.; to each homes_ with the ,chid awake and involved in their

daily routine, while their mother or principal caregiver was
.

present end available to the interviewer. Scoring on. two-thirds

o

of the items is based .on_direct-observaitiori,- and .one-third or.-
,

the items are scared from verbal reports of the primary*caregiver:;,
le -.r

rnternal consistency estimates for the HOME subscales, range /ran.: .

.53 to .88 (Caldwell ancl_1_3radlay., in press)... Eat6re are trained
...

to achievi at least ninety percent agreement. The eight HOME

subscales used in this study were:

1) stimulation thiough toys, games and reading materials;
-

2) language Stimulation;

3) physical environment: safe, clean, condiicive to development;

if) pride,, affection, and warmth;

5) mod4ing "and 'encouragempt of social maturity;

6) stimulation of academic behaihor;

9

-- A
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O

.-.7-.).--variety_7of:-Stilifitlitioni and-.

8) absence of phyticalunishment.

Analytic Procedures

Multiirariate multiple regression procedures were used to test

the existence of -a statistically significant association fori

/ home experience (eight subscales) with classroom social

competence (three subscales); home experience (eight subscales)_

with academic achievement_(three-subscales);-and

competence (three--subscales} with academic achievement (three

subscales). 'Simple and:Multiple correlations were used to indicate-,,

..the strength and nature'of these_ associations..

-Reisuits,_

,Table l_displays_tie summary ESatistics -for-the -,oxistence-,----

nature and strength of association; for the set of eight HOME

dimensions With the set of three Classroom Social Competence

dimensions. The overall statistical test for the regression:of

these two sets- -of variables was non -significant. -Howevi.,. a number

. of low moderate simple correlations were statistically /significant

and in the expected direction, indicating that inferior quality

and low.quantities,of early home experience were associated with
A

higher degrees of maladiptive classrooM social behavibr. HOME.

subscales significantly related to withdrawn - non-participatory

classroom behavior were stimulation through toys, games, and reading

materials and prideraffection, and warmth. These same two HOME

subscales were significantly related. to poor task orientation.

10



^Table 1

Summary Statistics-for the
Ageogiation-of-Home-Environment (HOME) Tin11---CIassrOom Social Competence (CSC

o -

- 4-..
.

-

CORRELATIONS

Withdrawn
Behavior

CSC SCaleS

CSC TotalAggressive
Behavior

Poor Task .

Orientation
--HOME Scales_

-.24* 4. -.13 w. 22
Stimulation Through Toys, Games,

and Reading Materials

Lianguagii Stimulation -.02 4.06-

Physical Environment: Safe, Cieant
and Conducive to Development- --.23. -.10 -.16

Pride., Affection, and Warmth- -.33 '.22 -.E4

Stimulation of Academic Behavior -09 7.05'- -.10
/ --

Modeling and Encouragement of Social
..

jjklaturity -.03 .02 -.01, .00

Variety of Stimulation O

7°17
-.15. .

-.22, --20

Avoidance of Physical Punishment -.02 -.02 -.05

HOME Total -.26" -.14 -.22 -.21

hULTIPLE'CONRELATIONS for 8 HOME Sub.-
scales with each CSC Subscale .39' - .30 .39

.4

4

t

r'

.MULTIVARIATE F= .76, 00.78, df.= 24, 169
for tegression'of 8 HOME Subscales with 3 CSC Subscales.

. ,

vs..f

4...441k_
4 r-

12



The correlation.ofHOMr-total and withdrawn - non-paticipatory

_ classroom behavior produced a low moderate, significant coefficient.

'Relationships approaching significance included withdrawn claisroom

behavior wl.th aiafes clean physical environment conducive to

development and poor task orientation with variety of stimulation.

Aggressive disruptive behavior did not correlate to any significant

degree with. HOME subscales. The multiple correlations for the
. .

eight HOME subscales with each classroom social behavior subscale
..

were slightly, larger in 'magnitudes yet remain$ in the moderate

range. Again, poor, task orientation' and withdrawn social- behavior

were lost _related to the HOME-dimensions.
.

. ,

Table 2 displays the summary statietics-ftr-the iiistencel, ,

.

nature, and strength-of-absocietion for the set of eight HOME

with' the get of three academic achieveient subscalte.
.4

The overall statisticel-tesi for the'regreesion-OT these two sets,overall
.

of-Variables Ives onlmarginally non - significant. The simple- i,..,

e

correlations were in'the expected positive direction* indicating
..

. .

that 'superior gUality and high quantities of early home experience
. , . . .

i
were associated with higher degrees of-academic achievement.' Across

, ._.

each type-of academic achievement* the HOME scales-*hiCh.produced
..

significant simple correlations were stimulation through toys,

games, and reading materials, a" afe* clean physical environment .

conducive to defelopment; pride, affection and warmth; and variety

of stimulation* Only. HOME subscales were not significantly , .

% .
,

., . ..
.

related toichievemeAlt composite, stimulation of academic. behavior:
.

.

and avoidance of Physical punishment. tiColle multiple.c4rrelations

. .13
1
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Table 2

Summary Statistics for the
Association of Home Environment (HOME)-and Academit Achievement

CORRELATIONS

O

HOME Scales

Stimulation Through TozsGamesi
and-Redding Materials

Language. Stimulation

Physical EhiironMent: Safet1Clean,
and Condueive,to.Development

Pride, Affection, -Warmth

,..Stimulation of Academic Behavior

Achievement !

. . e.
,AP

Reading Language Arts Mathematics Composite .

05. ;49

.23 .28

.34.' .30

.35. .33

.5d.

.28

.42,,

.25 .

.36' ..38

- .34 .. .38

---,--.-t12 . -20
---------------,- .

.

Meaeldng-affr couragement of Social.
MaturPY

.
.23

Variety of Stimulation v .25

Avoidance of Physical Punishment' _ .91______

HOME Total .41

-

.22, I

.19 .25.
. .

.281 35 .34

.41 .41 .46 4.

MULTIPLE CORRELATIONS for 8 HOME Sub..
ecales.with each Achievement Subscale _4,49

MUnTIVARIATE F.= 1.57;114.052* df-= 24,'169
for regression of 8 HOME Subscales .

Airith:3 Achievement Subscales

O

14
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for the eight HOME subscales with each achievement measure produced

high moderate coefficients. Mathematics achievement produced
. .

the lowest multiple correlation with the set of eight HOME

dimensions, while reading achievement produced the highest.

Table 3 disiiays the summary statistics for the existence,
4,

nature and-strength of association for the set of t*ee clasiroom

social behaviors with the set of three acadeMic achievement measures.

The Overall statistical test for the regression of these4two

sets of variables was significant. The simple correlations were .

ex sec e negative. direction, indicating that higher degrees,

of maladaptive classrooi-'0Opial behavior; were associaled-viith

lower levels of academic achievement., Across'each type of academic

achievement, and with composite achievenent, poor task orientation

A

Tproduc-07M-hUhest digree of association. Aggressive - disruptive

behavior'weinext-in magnitude of association. In-additice4 all

lecmaTelmtiollg-ToF-W-bliaroom social behaviors and achievement
e ,

measures were signifiCant,,except for reading and withdrawn - non-
0 8.

,partibipatory behavior`. The multiple correlations for the three

classroom social behaviors with each athievementMeaaureproduced

high moderate coefficients.. Readinrachievementizoduded the

I.

lowest multiple Correlation with the set of three_clissroom-social-----------

-behaviors, while mathematics produced the highest._

Discussion

:... The low degree of statistical significance for the first

set of relationships between home environment and classroom social

competence my take-any of several explanations. Oladsroom behavior-

.



Table
.

3 ,"

Summary Statistics for the
Association of Classroom Social Competence (CSC} and AZiaiiic Achievement

CORRELATIONS

CSC Scales,

, Withdrawn -'Non- participatory
Behavior

Aggressive =- Disruptive
'Behavior

_

_Poor Taskl-erientai-ion

- CSC Total

4:
101.111=411.

"Achievement

Reading Language Arts' Mathematics Composite

-.25-

: :;.42T

.

MATIPLE'CORRELATIONS for 3 CSC Sub..
scales with each Achievement Subscale

444

-

.4? .58

MULTIVARIATE F = 3.31, p4:.001, df =.9, 153
for regression of 3.COC Subscales with.
3 Achievemint Subscales ." .

.

/

17 .

4

4141 4141
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is influenced by a wide variety of factors width include sodial

situation - specific home, school and community factorsp.teacher

'personality characteristics, and individual student'personality

etaracteristics. In addition, students' classroom behavior,, atings

spanned primary grades one through six, while all home environments

NI

were assessed in a more restricted preschool age range (thirty-six'

to fifty-four months).. This temlinrA1,-discontinuity in general,
_

attentuates results in the study of.developmental-relations,'

sample size may-haVe-atzenuated the results.

In general, however, theie results indicate a moderate level

of association between the types of.even"%enconntere4

and transactions executed by childrenAteiiPieschool environments,.

and their subsequent academic social and' cogixib.ve competence..

Early experience seems to provide the child withinformation_on how

to approach an environment, Csettingvor new experience.

Saccessful accomodation to and subsequent.performance succe ss in

_11 new environment seem to depend on the __quality and frequency

-of ,novel gprly experiences-which are cognitive and social..

Specifically, these findingi strongly suggest that early

hoie'experience principally prepares the'child to meet the

,perforkance requirements for academic. cognitive expression to

a greater degree than academic social expression. The preschool,

dimensions of experience indicative of academic achievement

-suocess specifically Oclude: .manipulative and.material
... .

, .

stimulation, variety of stimulation, caregiver
_
warmth, pride, and

-affettimr, facilitating, the child's ,security and self - esteem; and

19
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P

a safe, clean: physical environment engendering trust and curiosity.
A.

However, evidence provided.hoie indicated that academic

achievement success is also substantially related to expressions

of ,academic eocial"competence._-The academic social dimensions

indicative of academic achievement success include the studentf,s

ability to become involyed with and complete school related

tasks inda cooperative, compliant manlier. Finally, results,
. _

,_.:_albeit-in ihe,form of trends, suggest that the aspects of home
. ,

. . . .
expetience most involved with successful academic social expression_ __________

- ate caregitgr-warmth,-pride-and-affection and manipulative and
.

:\

material stimulation. Thus, even if these results appear as
.

preliminary and exploratory, it is reasonable to conclude, that

--- :,,aaZly_home experience, which is both cognitive and social,- is
.

,. -. . .

facilitative - -of academic competence which is likewise cognitive .

---__

`,

and social'in-nature.---

In futurejesaarf.th it would be desirable to investigate

relationships amq414 family statue,variables; which mecliate,--__

itantitl;and quality of early experience and subsequent academic

:social and coOltive+behfiiiors.

include specification ofteaChei

Additionalingstudiee-might

personality variables, classroom,

setting add curriculum type variables. Finally; independent

rater-dbservation of student 641isroom'social hefiaviors9.anda

closer temporal match between assessments of home expetieuce and

classrobt academic and social competence would serve to incteasi

externaLvalidity intlevelopment - environment field setting

research of this-nature.

20
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